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tabucchi è convinto che è arrivato il tempo in cui dobbiamo chiedere anche alla
letteratura di dire la verità non la verità metafisica e del cuore ma proprio la
verità degli uomini quella della loro condizione storica dei pericoli che stanno
correndo degli assassini di cui sono autori e vittime angelo guglielmi e un libro
costituito in apparenza da racconti questi testi sono però tenuti insieme da un
unico tema il male in ogni testo c è una presenza malefica che suggerisce il male al
protagonista e che lo conduce per le sue strade una toscana segreta e stregata una
stazione della riviera una lisbona baudelairiana un rallye di automobili d epoca un
persecutore implacabile dall aria distinta in un treno da bombay a madras i racconti
di tabucchi sembrano a una prima lettura avventure esistenziali ritratti di
viaggiatori ironici e disperati poi l apparente sintonia fra il reale e il narrato
diventa all improvviso turbamento e sconcerto come degli obliqui racconti filosofici
le storie di tabucchi si trasformano in una riflessione intorno al caso e alla
scelta un tentativo di osservare gli interstizi che attraversano il tessuto dell
esistenza nelle pagine di tabucchi aleggia un inquietudine metafisica che evoca la
migliore tradizione italiana da piero della francesca a de chirico a pirandello ma
questo scrittore che ama i personaggi eccentrici e le vite sbagliate carica i suoi
enigmi di una luce strana i suoi geroglifici polizieschi sono le ricerche di un
investigatore che non cerca risposte ma un messaggio un segnale un apparizione a
masterful collection about intimacy loneliness and time each inspired by different
works of art spanning the entirety of the great italian writer s career in stories
with pictures antonio tabucchi responds to photographs drawings and paintings from
his dual homelands of italy and portugal among other european countries the stories
in this collection spring forth from the shadows of tabucchi s imagination as he
steps into worlds just hidden from view from inscrutable masks of pre columbian gods
stamps of bright parrots and postcars of yellow cities portraits of devilish
portuguese nuns the way to these remote landscapes appear like a train emerging from
a thick curtain of heat as we peer through the curtain what we find on the other
side rings distinctly human a world charged with melancholic longing for time gone
by sight hearing voice word tabucchi writes this flow isn t in one direction the
current is back and forth reading these stories one feels the pendulum current and
the desire in this remarkable author to hold the real in the surreal in uno stato a
metà tra la coscienza e l incoscienza l esperienza del reale e la percezione del
sogno un uomo si trova a mezzogiorno senza sapersi spiegare come nella lisbona
deserta e torrida dell ultima domenica di luglio sa di avere delle azioni da
compiere soprattutto l incontro con un personaggio illustre e scomparso ma non ha
idea di come compierle si affida così al flusso del caso e seguendo le libere
associazioni dell inconscio si trova a seguire un percorso che lo porta a ricordare
a vivere il ricordo nell attualità di quella giornata alcune tappe fondamentali
della sua vita spingendolo a cercare di sciogliere i nodi irrisolti all origine del
suo stato allucinatorio il romanzo è stato scritto in portoghese waiting for a
friend on a hot july day in lisbon the narrator encounters a world pulsing with life
and vigour in the fascist world of portugal in 1938 dr pereira emerges from his
protective shell after meeting montiero rossi this new expanded collection of
antonio tabucchi s stories collects the best short fiction from the italian author
recognized as one of the masters of the form message from the shadows is a new
collection featuring antonio tabucchi s finest short stories spanning the breadth of
his career these playful tales explore tabucchi s signature themes from his
inventive lyrical meditations on language art and philosophy to his fascination with
the passage of time and the mystery of storytelling the eleven short stories in this
prize winning collection pivot on life s ambiguities and the central question they
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pose in tabucchi s fiction is it choice fate accident or even occasionally a kind of
magic that plays the decisive role in the protagonists lives blended with the author
s wonderfully intelligent imagination is his compassionate perception of elemental
aspects of the human experience be it grief as in waiting for winter about the widow
of a nation s literary lion or madcap adventure as in the riddle about a mysterious
lady and a trip in proust s bugatti royale drawing on the recent renewal of interest
in the debate on orality and literacy this book investigates the varying perceptions
and representations of orality in contemporary italian fiction providing a fresh
perspective on this rich and fast developing debate and on the study of the italian
literary language the book brings together a number of complementary approaches to
orality from the fields of linguistics literary and media studies and offers a
detailed analysis of a broad variety of authors and texts that appeared over the
last three decades ranging from internationally acclaimed writers such as celati
duranti and tabucchi through de luca and baricco to the latest generation of writers
such as campo ballestra and nove by exploring the complementary facets of italian
orality and its diachronical developments since the seventies this study questions
the traditionally dichotomic approach to the study of orality and literacy and
posits a more flexible cross modal approach that accounts for the increasing
hybridisation of text forms and media and for the greater interaction between the
spoken and the written as well as their representations this collection of fifteen
essays looks at the theme of decadence and its recurring manifestations in european
literature and literary criticism from medieval times to the present day various
definitions of the term are explored including the notion of decadence as physical
decay some of the essays draw parallels between modernist and postmodernist notions
of decadence similarities are detected between fin de siècle decadence at the end of
the nineteenth century which reaches its apotheosis in the character of eugene
wrayburn in our mutual friend and depictions of decadence in our own age as we enter
the new millennium winner of the 2018 italian prose in translation award a
metaphysical detective story about love and existence from the italian master
antonio tabucchi when tadeus sets out to find isabel his former love he soon finds
himself on a metaphysical journey across the world one that calls into question the
meaning of time and existence and the power of words isabel disappeared many years
ago tadeus slowacki a polish writer her former friend and lover has come back to
lisbon to learn of her whereabouts rumors abound isabel died in prison under salazar
s regime or perhaps wasn t arrested at all as tadeus interviews one old acquaintance
of hers after the next a chameleon like portrait of a young ideological woman
emerges ultimately bringing tadeus on a metaphysical journey across the continent
constructed in the form of a mandala for isabel is the spiraling search for an
enigma an investigation into time and existence the power of words and the limits of
the senses in this posthumous work tabucchi creates an ingenious narration tracing
circles around a lost woman and the ultimate inaccessible truth when the body of a
young man going by the obviously false name of carlo nobodi is brought into the
morgue spino the attendant on duty at the time becomes obsessed with determining his
identity meanwhile by assimilating the other into our own modes of representation of
reality and imagination twentieth century female writers of the fantastic show how
alternative identities can be shaped and social constituencies can be challenged
book jacket amid the backstreets brothels and faded hotels of bombay madras and the
old portuguese port of goa a man searches for his lost friend xavier has been
missing for a year and the only clues to his disappearance lie with an overworked
doctor a young prostitute and the leader of a strange religious order since the late
1960 s there have been many important italian writers whose work remains unknown
outside italy this ground breaking book offers general critical introductions to
fifteen contemporary novelists whose work is of an international calibre adapting
fiction into film is as author cristina della coletta asserts a transformative
encounter that takes place not just across media but across different cultures in
this book della coletta explores what it means when the translation of fiction into
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film involves writers directors and audiences who belong to national historical and
cultural formations different from that of the adapted work in particular della
coletta examines narratives and films belonging to italian north american french and
argentine cultures these include luchino visconti s adaptation of james m cain s the
postman always rings twice federico fellini s version of edgar allan poe s story
never bet the devil your head alain corneau s film based on antonio tabucchi s
notturno indiano and bernardo bertolucci s take on jorge luis borges s tema del
traidor y del héroe in her framework for analyzing these cross cultural film
adaptations della coletta borrows from the philosophical hermeneutics of hans georg
gadamer and calls for a hermeneutics of estrangement a practice of mediation and
adaptation that defines cultures nations selfhoods and their aesthetic achievements
in terms of their transformative encounters stories travel to unexpected and
interesting places when adapted into film by people of diverse cultures while the
intended meaning of the author may not be perfectly reproduced it still holds della
coletta argues an equally valid and important intellectual claim upon its
interpreters with a firm grasp on the latest developments in adaptation theory della
coletta invites scholars of media studies cultural history comparative literature
and adaptation studies to deepen their understanding of this critical encounter
between texts writers readers and cultural movements monteiro had blundered onto a
drug scam and needed to be silenced firmino a cub reporter is torn away from his
fiancee and sent up to oporto to cover the murder inquiry here he meets the
corpulent cigar smoking lawyer called in to pin the blame where it ought to belong
providing the most complete record possible of texts by italian writers active after
1900 this annotated bibliography covers over 4 800 distinct editions of writings by
some 1 700 italian authors many entries are accompanied by useful notes that provide
information on the authors works translators and the reception of the translations
this book includes the works of pirandello calvino eco and more recently andrea
camilleri and valerio manfredi together with robin healey s italian literature
before 1900 in english translation also published by university of toronto press in
2011 this volume makes comprehensive information on translations from italian
accessible for schools libraries and those interested in comparative literature
portugal 1938 editor at a second rate newspaper dr pereira wants nothing to do with
politics a recluse he is content to lose himself in the world of books all this
changes when he meets francesco rossi pereira employs rossi even after discovering
that he is recruiting for the anti franco international brigade but their connection
will culminate in a devastating and reckless act of rebellion antonio tabucchi
viagem identidade e memória textual aborda o tema da viagem no romance noturno
indiano o qual está intrinsecamente relacionado à busca do eu pelo protagonista aos
jogos textuais e à construção de espelhos o que leva à reflexão sobre o duplo nesse
romance além disso discute como se dá a construção da memória textual de antonio
tabucchi demonstrando como o próprio escritor conecta alguns de seus textos ao
sugerir ao leitor um roteiro o que se dá em a frase a seguir é falsa a frase
anterior é verdadeira nesse texto tabucchi fazendo se personagem sugere ao teósofo
de madras a leitura de dois de seus livros para que assim possa compreender melhor
seu noturno indiano a saber il gioco del rovescio e piccoli equivoci senza
importanza percorrer esse caminho traçado por antonio tabucchi é justamente um dos
propósitos deste livro text in italian the work of a tabucchi one of italy s
greatest contemporary writers is imbued with the topic of individual identity his
texts query the self perception the relation with the other and the relation with
the historical and cultural world while expressing at all these levels an experience
of dissolution the self is fragmented and fragile the other is always absent and
missed and instead of being engaged in the present world the subject lives in an
intangible reality that does not make any sense this profound existential anxiety
and the weakening of identity are emphasised by the very way of narrating of
tabucchi which is disconnected enigmatic and full of silences the book by pia
schwarz lausten describes various manifestations of the above mentioned experience
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through the textual analysis of a series of figures and motives such as memory and
absence reversal and multiplicity the said and the unsaid history and commitment
some of these motives involve on the one hand existential and philosophical aspects
and on the other esthetical and literary values the analysis is based on two
theoretical perspectives that in different ways describe an overcoming of a
classical subjectivity in favour of an idea of which the other or alterity is an
essential element to the definition of individual identity m bachtin s concept of
dialogism and g vattimo s weak thought the former serves to define the narrating
subject in tabucchi s texts characterised by different discourse levels and others
words the latter concept describes the position of the subject of post modernity
determined by a weakening of the strong structures of modern thought the book is
written in italian the essays in this collection are based on papers given at a
conference on detective fiction in european culture held at the university of exeter
in september 1997 the range of topics covered is designed to show not only the
presence and variety of narratives of detection across different european countries
and their different media although there is a predictable emphasis on the novel it
also illustrates the fertility of the genre its openness to a spectrum of readings
with different emphases formal as well as thematic approaches to detective fiction
have often tended to confine them selves to symptomatic interpretation where details
of the fictional world represented are used to diagnose a specific set of social
preoccupations and priorities operative at the time of writing such approaches can
yield valuable insights nonetheless there is a risk of limiting the value of the
genre as a whole solely to its role as a mirror held up to society in this
perspective issues of structure and style are sidelined or if addressed are praised
to the extent that they approach invisibility concision spareness realism are the
qualities singled out for praise the genre also gives much scope for formal
innovation and indeed has often attracted already established mainstream writers and
filmmakers for just this reason the eclectic diversity of the detective narratives
considered in this volume reveal the malleability of the traditional constraints of
the genre the essays bear rich testimony to the value of considering the interplay
of thematic and structural issues even in the most apparently unselfconscious and
popular or populist forms of narrative the patterns of reassurance the triumph of
intellect and the ordered rational world of old are now challenged by the need to
foreground the problems ambiguities and uncertainties of the self and of society the
plurality of meanings and the antithetical imperatives explored in these detective
narratives confirm that the most recent forms of the genre are not mere palimpsests
of their golden age precursors the subversion of traditional expectations and the
implementation of diverse stylistic devices take the genre beyond mere homage and
pastiche the role of the reader spectator and critic in conferring meaning is a
crucial one this volume focuses on acts of courage defiance and sacrifice undertaken
during world war i and ii by individuals that mainstream history has relegated to
the sidelines drawn from different genres literary cinematic diaristic and
historical the experiences that these outsiders confronted lay bare the intimate if
lacerating choices that they faced in their struggle for freedom ignored by official
history the testimonials that war prisoners female partisan leaders spies deserters
and disillusioned soldiers offer provide a fresh insight into the social political
historical and ethical contradictions that define warfare rhetoric in the twentieth
century the book s ten contributors delve into the conflicts between oppressive
authorities and the desire for freedom with verve and energy they revive these
largely neglected voices and turn them into a provocative medium to discuss and
redefine issues still relevant today heroism pacifism national pride gender issues
faith personal and collective history postmodern ethics offers a new perspective on
debates surrounding the role of the intellectual in italian society and provides an
original reading of two important italian contemporary writers leonardo sciascia and
antonio tabucchi it examines the ways in which the two writers use literature to
engage with their socio political environment in a climate informed by the doubts
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and scepticism of postmodernism after traditional forms of impegno had been
abandoned postmodern ethics explores ways in which tabucchi and sciascia further
their engagement through embracing the very factors which problematized traditional
committed writing such as the absence of fixed truths the inability of language to
fully communicate ideas and intertextuality postmodern ethics provides an innovative
new reading of tabucchi s works it challenges the standard view in critical
literature that his writing may be divided into engaged texts which dialogue with
society and postmodern texts which focus on literary interiority suggesting instead
that socio political engagement underpins all of his works it also offers a new lens
on sciascia s writing unpacking why sciascia unlike his contemporaries is able to
maintain a belief in literature as a means of dialoguing with society postmodern
ethics explores the ways in which tabucchi and sciascia approach issues of terrorism
justice the anti mafia movement immigration and the value of reading in connected
yet distinct ways suggesting that a close genealogy may be drawn between these two
key intellectual figures this collection of thirteen essays brings together italian
and american scholars to present a cooperative analysis of the italian short story
beginning in the fourteenth century with giovanni boccaccio and arriving at the
twentieth century with alberto moravia and anna maria ortese throughout the book the
contributors carefully and intentionally unpack and explain the development of the
short story genre and demonstrate the breadth of themes cultural historical and
linguistic detailed in these narratives dedicated to a genre devoted to lightness
and flexibility as well as quickness exactitude visibility and multiplicity this
collection paints a careful and exacting picture of an important part of both
italian and literary history the multifaceted and labyrinthine oeuvre of the
portuguese poet fernando pessoa 1888 1935 is distinguished by having been written
and published under more than seventy different names these were not mere pseudonyms
but what pessoa termed heteronyms fully realized identities possessed not only of
wildly divergent writing styles and opinions but also of detailed biographies in
many cases their independent existences extended to their publication of letters and
critical readings of each other s works and those of pessoa himself long acclaimed
in continental europe and latin america as a towering presence in literary modernism
pessoa has more recently begun to receive the attention of an english speaking
public embodying pessoa responds to this new growth of interest the collection s
twelve essays preceded by a general introduction and grouped into four themed
sections apply a range of current interpretative models both to the more familiar
canon of pessoa s output and to less familiar texts in many cases only recently
published as a whole this work diverges from traditional pessoa criticism by
testifying to the importance of corporeal physicality in his heteronymous experiment
and to the prominence of representations of gendered sexuality in his work nathan
glass is the hero of brooklyn follies he is 59 and he s returning to brooklyn to die
but soon he meets characters from the park slope neighborhood who begin to bring him
back to life the encyclopedia of italian literary studies is a two volume reference
book containing some 600 entries on all aspects of italian literary culture it
includes analytical essays on authors and works from the most important figures of
italian literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the
field the encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics themes
genres schools historical surveys and other topics related to the overall subject of
italian literary studies the encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest such as those relating to journalism film media children s
literature food and vernacular literatures entries consist of an essay on the topic
and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading and in the case of
entries on individuals a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the
person it will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of italian
literature as well as to scholars una ciudad martima que se parece a gnova un turbio
crimen un cadver annimo un hombre que emprende una investigacin personal para
desvelar su identidad pero el procedimiento de spino el detective de la historia no
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sigue una lgica de causa efecto en lugar de las apariencias visibles l busca los
significados que estas apariencias contienen y su bsqueda corre sobre el filo
ambiguo que separa el espectculo del espectador as su investigacin enloquece y de
pesquisa sobre una muerte se desliza al mbito de las razones secretas que guan una
existencia transformndose en una especie de cada libre vertiginosa y obligada al
mismo tiempo una indagacin sin pausa tendida hacia un objetivo que igual que el
horizonte parece desplazarse junto con quien lo sigue una inolvidable novela enigma
que bajo la apariencia de la detective story oculta un interrogante sobre el sentido
de las cosas la lnea del horizonte es la ltima novela de antonio tabucchi un autor
que se ha consagrado corno uno de los mejores narradores contemporneos as lo ha
confirmado el reciente premio medicis otorgado a nocturno hind como la mejor novela
extranjera traducida en francia en 1987
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Letter from Casablanca 1986
tabucchi è convinto che è arrivato il tempo in cui dobbiamo chiedere anche alla
letteratura di dire la verità non la verità metafisica e del cuore ma proprio la
verità degli uomini quella della loro condizione storica dei pericoli che stanno
correndo degli assassini di cui sono autori e vittime angelo guglielmi

Antonio Tabucchi 1997
e un libro costituito in apparenza da racconti questi testi sono però tenuti insieme
da un unico tema il male in ogni testo c è una presenza malefica che suggerisce il
male al protagonista e che lo conduce per le sue strade

Little Misunderstanding of No Importance 1988
una toscana segreta e stregata una stazione della riviera una lisbona baudelairiana
un rallye di automobili d epoca un persecutore implacabile dall aria distinta in un
treno da bombay a madras i racconti di tabucchi sembrano a una prima lettura
avventure esistenziali ritratti di viaggiatori ironici e disperati poi l apparente
sintonia fra il reale e il narrato diventa all improvviso turbamento e sconcerto
come degli obliqui racconti filosofici le storie di tabucchi si trasformano in una
riflessione intorno al caso e alla scelta un tentativo di osservare gli interstizi
che attraversano il tessuto dell esistenza nelle pagine di tabucchi aleggia un
inquietudine metafisica che evoca la migliore tradizione italiana da piero della
francesca a de chirico a pirandello ma questo scrittore che ama i personaggi
eccentrici e le vite sbagliate carica i suoi enigmi di una luce strana i suoi
geroglifici polizieschi sono le ricerche di un investigatore che non cerca risposte
ma un messaggio un segnale un apparizione

Sostiene Pereira 1996
a masterful collection about intimacy loneliness and time each inspired by different
works of art spanning the entirety of the great italian writer s career in stories
with pictures antonio tabucchi responds to photographs drawings and paintings from
his dual homelands of italy and portugal among other european countries the stories
in this collection spring forth from the shadows of tabucchi s imagination as he
steps into worlds just hidden from view from inscrutable masks of pre columbian gods
stamps of bright parrots and postcars of yellow cities portraits of devilish
portuguese nuns the way to these remote landscapes appear like a train emerging from
a thick curtain of heat as we peer through the curtain what we find on the other
side rings distinctly human a world charged with melancholic longing for time gone
by sight hearing voice word tabucchi writes this flow isn t in one direction the
current is back and forth reading these stories one feels the pendulum current and
the desire in this remarkable author to hold the real in the surreal

L'angelo nero 1993
in uno stato a metà tra la coscienza e l incoscienza l esperienza del reale e la
percezione del sogno un uomo si trova a mezzogiorno senza sapersi spiegare come
nella lisbona deserta e torrida dell ultima domenica di luglio sa di avere delle
azioni da compiere soprattutto l incontro con un personaggio illustre e scomparso ma
non ha idea di come compierle si affida così al flusso del caso e seguendo le libere
associazioni dell inconscio si trova a seguire un percorso che lo porta a ricordare
a vivere il ricordo nell attualità di quella giornata alcune tappe fondamentali
della sua vita spingendolo a cercare di sciogliere i nodi irrisolti all origine del
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suo stato allucinatorio il romanzo è stato scritto in portoghese

Piccoli equivoci senza importanza
2001-10-21T00:00:00+02:00
waiting for a friend on a hot july day in lisbon the narrator encounters a world
pulsing with life and vigour

La testa perduta di Damasceno Monteiro 1999
in the fascist world of portugal in 1938 dr pereira emerges from his protective
shell after meeting montiero rossi

Stories with Pictures 2021-03-30
this new expanded collection of antonio tabucchi s stories collects the best short
fiction from the italian author recognized as one of the masters of the form message
from the shadows is a new collection featuring antonio tabucchi s finest short
stories spanning the breadth of his career these playful tales explore tabucchi s
signature themes from his inventive lyrical meditations on language art and
philosophy to his fascination with the passage of time and the mystery of
storytelling

Antonio Tabucchi 2002
the eleven short stories in this prize winning collection pivot on life s
ambiguities and the central question they pose in tabucchi s fiction is it choice
fate accident or even occasionally a kind of magic that plays the decisive role in
the protagonists lives blended with the author s wonderfully intelligent imagination
is his compassionate perception of elemental aspects of the human experience be it
grief as in waiting for winter about the widow of a nation s literary lion or madcap
adventure as in the riddle about a mysterious lady and a trip in proust s bugatti
royale

Requiem 1994
drawing on the recent renewal of interest in the debate on orality and literacy this
book investigates the varying perceptions and representations of orality in
contemporary italian fiction providing a fresh perspective on this rich and fast
developing debate and on the study of the italian literary language the book brings
together a number of complementary approaches to orality from the fields of
linguistics literary and media studies and offers a detailed analysis of a broad
variety of authors and texts that appeared over the last three decades ranging from
internationally acclaimed writers such as celati duranti and tabucchi through de
luca and baricco to the latest generation of writers such as campo ballestra and
nove by exploring the complementary facets of italian orality and its diachronical
developments since the seventies this study questions the traditionally dichotomic
approach to the study of orality and literacy and posits a more flexible cross modal
approach that accounts for the increasing hybridisation of text forms and media and
for the greater interaction between the spoken and the written as well as their
representations
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Requiem 1994
this collection of fifteen essays looks at the theme of decadence and its recurring
manifestations in european literature and literary criticism from medieval times to
the present day various definitions of the term are explored including the notion of
decadence as physical decay some of the essays draw parallels between modernist and
postmodernist notions of decadence similarities are detected between fin de siècle
decadence at the end of the nineteenth century which reaches its apotheosis in the
character of eugene wrayburn in our mutual friend and depictions of decadence in our
own age as we enter the new millennium

Sostiene Pereira 1995
winner of the 2018 italian prose in translation award a metaphysical detective story
about love and existence from the italian master antonio tabucchi when tadeus sets
out to find isabel his former love he soon finds himself on a metaphysical journey
across the world one that calls into question the meaning of time and existence and
the power of words isabel disappeared many years ago tadeus slowacki a polish writer
her former friend and lover has come back to lisbon to learn of her whereabouts
rumors abound isabel died in prison under salazar s regime or perhaps wasn t
arrested at all as tadeus interviews one old acquaintance of hers after the next a
chameleon like portrait of a young ideological woman emerges ultimately bringing
tadeus on a metaphysical journey across the continent constructed in the form of a
mandala for isabel is the spiraling search for an enigma an investigation into time
and existence the power of words and the limits of the senses in this posthumous
work tabucchi creates an ingenious narration tracing circles around a lost woman and
the ultimate inaccessible truth

Vanishing Point ; The Woman of Porto Pim ; The Flying
Creatures of Fra Angelico 1991
when the body of a young man going by the obviously false name of carlo nobodi is
brought into the morgue spino the attendant on duty at the time becomes obsessed
with determining his identity

Message from the Shadows 2019-05-14
meanwhile by assimilating the other into our own modes of representation of reality
and imagination twentieth century female writers of the fantastic show how
alternative identities can be shaped and social constituencies can be challenged
book jacket

Little Misunderstandings of No Importance 1991-06-20
amid the backstreets brothels and faded hotels of bombay madras and the old
portuguese port of goa a man searches for his lost friend xavier has been missing
for a year and the only clues to his disappearance lie with an overworked doctor a
young prostitute and the leader of a strange religious order

Voicing the Word 2004
since the late 1960 s there have been many important italian writers whose work
remains unknown outside italy this ground breaking book offers general critical
introductions to fifteen contemporary novelists whose work is of an international
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calibre

Romancing Decay 2016-12-05
adapting fiction into film is as author cristina della coletta asserts a
transformative encounter that takes place not just across media but across different
cultures in this book della coletta explores what it means when the translation of
fiction into film involves writers directors and audiences who belong to national
historical and cultural formations different from that of the adapted work in
particular della coletta examines narratives and films belonging to italian north
american french and argentine cultures these include luchino visconti s adaptation
of james m cain s the postman always rings twice federico fellini s version of edgar
allan poe s story never bet the devil your head alain corneau s film based on
antonio tabucchi s notturno indiano and bernardo bertolucci s take on jorge luis
borges s tema del traidor y del héroe in her framework for analyzing these cross
cultural film adaptations della coletta borrows from the philosophical hermeneutics
of hans georg gadamer and calls for a hermeneutics of estrangement a practice of
mediation and adaptation that defines cultures nations selfhoods and their aesthetic
achievements in terms of their transformative encounters stories travel to
unexpected and interesting places when adapted into film by people of diverse
cultures while the intended meaning of the author may not be perfectly reproduced it
still holds della coletta argues an equally valid and important intellectual claim
upon its interpreters with a firm grasp on the latest developments in adaptation
theory della coletta invites scholars of media studies cultural history comparative
literature and adaptation studies to deepen their understanding of this critical
encounter between texts writers readers and cultural movements

For Isabel: A Mandala 2017-09-05
monteiro had blundered onto a drug scam and needed to be silenced firmino a cub
reporter is torn away from his fiancee and sent up to oporto to cover the murder
inquiry here he meets the corpulent cigar smoking lawyer called in to pin the blame
where it ought to belong

The Edge of the Horizon 1990
providing the most complete record possible of texts by italian writers active after
1900 this annotated bibliography covers over 4 800 distinct editions of writings by
some 1 700 italian authors many entries are accompanied by useful notes that provide
information on the authors works translators and the reception of the translations
this book includes the works of pirandello calvino eco and more recently andrea
camilleri and valerio manfredi together with robin healey s italian literature
before 1900 in english translation also published by university of toronto press in
2011 this volume makes comprehensive information on translations from italian
accessible for schools libraries and those interested in comparative literature

The Italian Gothic and Fantastic 2007
portugal 1938 editor at a second rate newspaper dr pereira wants nothing to do with
politics a recluse he is content to lose himself in the world of books all this
changes when he meets francesco rossi pereira employs rossi even after discovering
that he is recruiting for the anti franco international brigade but their connection
will culminate in a devastating and reckless act of rebellion
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Declares Pereira 1995
antonio tabucchi viagem identidade e memória textual aborda o tema da viagem no
romance noturno indiano o qual está intrinsecamente relacionado à busca do eu pelo
protagonista aos jogos textuais e à construção de espelhos o que leva à reflexão
sobre o duplo nesse romance além disso discute como se dá a construção da memória
textual de antonio tabucchi demonstrando como o próprio escritor conecta alguns de
seus textos ao sugerir ao leitor um roteiro o que se dá em a frase a seguir é falsa
a frase anterior é verdadeira nesse texto tabucchi fazendo se personagem sugere ao
teósofo de madras a leitura de dois de seus livros para que assim possa compreender
melhor seu noturno indiano a saber il gioco del rovescio e piccoli equivoci senza
importanza percorrer esse caminho traçado por antonio tabucchi é justamente um dos
propósitos deste livro

Die Rolle des Imaginären und des Vergangenen im
literarischen Werk Antonio Tabucchis 2009
text in italian the work of a tabucchi one of italy s greatest contemporary writers
is imbued with the topic of individual identity his texts query the self perception
the relation with the other and the relation with the historical and cultural world
while expressing at all these levels an experience of dissolution the self is
fragmented and fragile the other is always absent and missed and instead of being
engaged in the present world the subject lives in an intangible reality that does
not make any sense this profound existential anxiety and the weakening of identity
are emphasised by the very way of narrating of tabucchi which is disconnected
enigmatic and full of silences the book by pia schwarz lausten describes various
manifestations of the above mentioned experience through the textual analysis of a
series of figures and motives such as memory and absence reversal and multiplicity
the said and the unsaid history and commitment some of these motives involve on the
one hand existential and philosophical aspects and on the other esthetical and
literary values the analysis is based on two theoretical perspectives that in
different ways describe an overcoming of a classical subjectivity in favour of an
idea of which the other or alterity is an essential element to the definition of
individual identity m bachtin s concept of dialogism and g vattimo s weak thought
the former serves to define the narrating subject in tabucchi s texts characterised
by different discourse levels and others words the latter concept describes the
position of the subject of post modernity determined by a weakening of the strong
structures of modern thought the book is written in italian

Indian Nocturne 1988
the essays in this collection are based on papers given at a conference on detective
fiction in european culture held at the university of exeter in september 1997 the
range of topics covered is designed to show not only the presence and variety of
narratives of detection across different european countries and their different
media although there is a predictable emphasis on the novel it also illustrates the
fertility of the genre its openness to a spectrum of readings with different
emphases formal as well as thematic approaches to detective fiction have often
tended to confine them selves to symptomatic interpretation where details of the
fictional world represented are used to diagnose a specific set of social
preoccupations and priorities operative at the time of writing such approaches can
yield valuable insights nonetheless there is a risk of limiting the value of the
genre as a whole solely to its role as a mirror held up to society in this
perspective issues of structure and style are sidelined or if addressed are praised
to the extent that they approach invisibility concision spareness realism are the
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qualities singled out for praise the genre also gives much scope for formal
innovation and indeed has often attracted already established mainstream writers and
filmmakers for just this reason the eclectic diversity of the detective narratives
considered in this volume reveal the malleability of the traditional constraints of
the genre the essays bear rich testimony to the value of considering the interplay
of thematic and structural issues even in the most apparently unselfconscious and
popular or populist forms of narrative the patterns of reassurance the triumph of
intellect and the ordered rational world of old are now challenged by the need to
foreground the problems ambiguities and uncertainties of the self and of society the
plurality of meanings and the antithetical imperatives explored in these detective
narratives confirm that the most recent forms of the genre are not mere palimpsests
of their golden age precursors the subversion of traditional expectations and the
implementation of diverse stylistic devices take the genre beyond mere homage and
pastiche the role of the reader spectator and critic in conferring meaning is a
crucial one

The New Italian Novel 1997-01-01
this volume focuses on acts of courage defiance and sacrifice undertaken during
world war i and ii by individuals that mainstream history has relegated to the
sidelines drawn from different genres literary cinematic diaristic and historical
the experiences that these outsiders confronted lay bare the intimate if lacerating
choices that they faced in their struggle for freedom ignored by official history
the testimonials that war prisoners female partisan leaders spies deserters and
disillusioned soldiers offer provide a fresh insight into the social political
historical and ethical contradictions that define warfare rhetoric in the twentieth
century the book s ten contributors delve into the conflicts between oppressive
authorities and the desire for freedom with verve and energy they revive these
largely neglected voices and turn them into a provocative medium to discuss and
redefine issues still relevant today heroism pacifism national pride gender issues
faith personal and collective history

When Stories Travel 2012-03-19
postmodern ethics offers a new perspective on debates surrounding the role of the
intellectual in italian society and provides an original reading of two important
italian contemporary writers leonardo sciascia and antonio tabucchi it examines the
ways in which the two writers use literature to engage with their socio political
environment in a climate informed by the doubts and scepticism of postmodernism
after traditional forms of impegno had been abandoned postmodern ethics explores
ways in which tabucchi and sciascia further their engagement through embracing the
very factors which problematized traditional committed writing such as the absence
of fixed truths the inability of language to fully communicate ideas and
intertextuality postmodern ethics provides an innovative new reading of tabucchi s
works it challenges the standard view in critical literature that his writing may be
divided into engaged texts which dialogue with society and postmodern texts which
focus on literary interiority suggesting instead that socio political engagement
underpins all of his works it also offers a new lens on sciascia s writing unpacking
why sciascia unlike his contemporaries is able to maintain a belief in literature as
a means of dialoguing with society postmodern ethics explores the ways in which
tabucchi and sciascia approach issues of terrorism justice the anti mafia movement
immigration and the value of reading in connected yet distinct ways suggesting that
a close genealogy may be drawn between these two key intellectual figures
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The Missing Head of Damasceno Monteiro 2000
this collection of thirteen essays brings together italian and american scholars to
present a cooperative analysis of the italian short story beginning in the
fourteenth century with giovanni boccaccio and arriving at the twentieth century
with alberto moravia and anna maria ortese throughout the book the contributors
carefully and intentionally unpack and explain the development of the short story
genre and demonstrate the breadth of themes cultural historical and linguistic
detailed in these narratives dedicated to a genre devoted to lightness and
flexibility as well as quickness exactitude visibility and multiplicity this
collection paints a careful and exacting picture of an important part of both
italian and literary history

Italian Literature since 1900 in English Translation
1929-2016 2019-03-07
the multifaceted and labyrinthine oeuvre of the portuguese poet fernando pessoa 1888
1935 is distinguished by having been written and published under more than seventy
different names these were not mere pseudonyms but what pessoa termed heteronyms
fully realized identities possessed not only of wildly divergent writing styles and
opinions but also of detailed biographies in many cases their independent existences
extended to their publication of letters and critical readings of each other s works
and those of pessoa himself long acclaimed in continental europe and latin america
as a towering presence in literary modernism pessoa has more recently begun to
receive the attention of an english speaking public embodying pessoa responds to
this new growth of interest the collection s twelve essays preceded by a general
introduction and grouped into four themed sections apply a range of current
interpretative models both to the more familiar canon of pessoa s output and to less
familiar texts in many cases only recently published as a whole this work diverges
from traditional pessoa criticism by testifying to the importance of corporeal
physicality in his heteronymous experiment and to the prominence of representations
of gendered sexuality in his work

Piccoli mostri 2000
nathan glass is the hero of brooklyn follies he is 59 and he s returning to brooklyn
to die but soon he meets characters from the park slope neighborhood who begin to
bring him back to life

Pereira Maintains 2014-01-01
the encyclopedia of italian literary studies is a two volume reference book
containing some 600 entries on all aspects of italian literary culture it includes
analytical essays on authors and works from the most important figures of italian
literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the field the
encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics themes genres
schools historical surveys and other topics related to the overall subject of
italian literary studies the encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest such as those relating to journalism film media children s
literature food and vernacular literatures entries consist of an essay on the topic
and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading and in the case of
entries on individuals a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the
person it will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of italian
literature as well as to scholars
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Antonio tabucchi 2015-01-01
una ciudad martima que se parece a gnova un turbio crimen un cadver annimo un hombre
que emprende una investigacin personal para desvelar su identidad pero el
procedimiento de spino el detective de la historia no sigue una lgica de causa
efecto en lugar de las apariencias visibles l busca los significados que estas
apariencias contienen y su bsqueda corre sobre el filo ambiguo que separa el
espectculo del espectador as su investigacin enloquece y de pesquisa sobre una
muerte se desliza al mbito de las razones secretas que guan una existencia
transformndose en una especie de cada libre vertiginosa y obligada al mismo tiempo
una indagacin sin pausa tendida hacia un objetivo que igual que el horizonte parece
desplazarse junto con quien lo sigue una inolvidable novela enigma que bajo la
apariencia de la detective story oculta un interrogante sobre el sentido de las
cosas la lnea del horizonte es la ltima novela de antonio tabucchi un autor que se
ha consagrado corno uno de los mejores narradores contemporneos as lo ha confirmado
el reciente premio medicis otorgado a nocturno hind como la mejor novela extranjera
traducida en francia en 1987

L'uomo inquieto 2005

Crime Scenes 2000

A Century of Italian War Narratives 2023-06-12

Erklärt Pereira 1997

Postmodern Ethics 2009-05-05

The Italian Short Story through the Centuries 2018-11-07

Embodying Pessoa 2007-01-01

Autobiografías ajenas 2006-04-19

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies 2006-12-26

La línea del horizonte 1999-01-01
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